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PROJECT DEFINITION: 
One of the major problems standing in the way of our colonization of space is acquiring resources to build and 
maintain an effective colony. The Multi-unit Autonomous Robotic System (MARS) is an ongoing project designed to 
demonstrate the feasibility of mining resources on Mars by participating in the Robotic Mining Competition (RMC). In 
order to progress toward autonomy of the system, the Capstone team will achieve terrain mapping for the MARS 
robot by utilizing a LIDAR unit and data processing within a single board computer to extract obstacles.  

   

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CONDITION 
The Multi-unit Autonomous Robotic System will use a LIDAR (Laser Radar) system to map the surrounding terrain. 
It uses the data gathered from the LIDAR unit to detect obstacles (rocks & craters) and navigate around them 
autonomously. Since the terrain in practice will be of uniform color, LIDAR was chosen over other sensors, since it 
is based off of range, not color of objects. 
The team expects to encounter difficulties in quickly processing the data received from the LIDAR unit. Processing 
will likely include rectification, as well as obstacle extraction algorithms. The team will use box filtering to smooth 
noise in the data as well as thresholding to determine the rocks and craters from level ground. Further algorithms 
will be potentially used to deal with anything that may come up in testing. The speed of processing will be 
dependent on the complexity and number of the algorithms, the size of the data, and the characteristics of the 
computer doing the processing. 
The team will also need to design a mechanical mount for the LIDAR unit which will attach to the frame of the 
MARS robot. The mount must be able to rotate the LIDAR device vertically in order to scan and map the field of any 
obstacles that it may encounter before it drives across the terrain.  
As this project is robotics based, and therefore highly multidisciplinary, we are enrolled in the Multidisciplinary 
Capstone course. 

PROJECT GOALS 
The MARS LIDAR Team will deliver a terrain mapping system that can detect obstacles with at least 85% accuracy 
within the competition space. The system will be able to stop scanning once it has scanned the field and then be 
able to extract the obstacles from the surrounding terrain map. This data will be used as a navigation aid for a robot 
in the future. The terrain mapping system includes the hardware mount, which will be able to vertically rotate the 
LIDAR 90 degrees. 

ACTION PLAN (ACTIVITIES AND MILESTONES) ______  

  

Project Goals/Deliverables 

Actions/Metrics DE’s 
(Owners) 

Completion 
Milestones 

#1 – LIDAR Hardware Mount 
·         Mounted on MARS robot 
·         Able to articulate LIDAR unit 
·         Servo to control angle of mount 

The hardware mount will securely hold the LIDAR unit, and successfully 
articulate from 0 degrees (horizontal) to -90 degrees (straight down). The 
unit will be mounted to the robot in such a way that it can scan the area 
directly in front of the MARS robot. 

ME Team 
(Ben Stager) 

Design-10/8 
Manufacturing-10/22 
Testing-End of Year 

#2 – LIDAR Mapping System 
·         Software handling data 
management 
·         Software handling image/point-
cloud processing 
·         Software handling post-processing 
obstacle detection 
·         Hardware supporting above 
software deliverables 

The software will produce a topographical map of the area scanned, and 
identify obstacles in that area. 
The computing hardware will be able to process the incoming data from the 
LIDAR unit within a reasonable amount of time (under 5 seconds) 

CS/EE Team 
(Jaimiey Sears) 

Design 1-9/21 
Implementation 1-10/29 
Design 2-11/2 
Implementation 2-11/26 
Testing-End of Year 

#3 – Results of system testing 
·         Report obstacle detection accuracy 
in facility with a variety of light levels 
·         LIDAR system falls into the rules 
set up by the NASA RMC 

Accuracy in obstacle detection will be at least 85% in the facility. Obstacles 
are pits and rocks with size constraints defined by the rules of the NASA 
RMC. 

Whole Team 
(Lysa Pinto) 

Begin-Second Semester 
End-End of Year 

#4 – Local RMC 
·         Robotic mining competition held in 
facility 
·         Facility rebuilt to safety standards 

A competition will be held for regional (western USA) teams wishing to test 
robot designs. 

Robotics Club 
(Jaimiey Sears) 

End of Year (date not yet 
defined) 

. 

UNRESOLVED ISSUES 
Further action that could be taken is to implement a working artificial intelligence that navigates via the terrain map. 
This project would utilize the mapping software the MARS team develops. Implementing navigation and AI is not in 
the scope of this project. Additional actions could implement the LIDAR mapping to work as the robot moves, but for 
the scope of this project, the robot remains stationary as it scans. 

 

FOLLOW-UP AND REVIEW 
The MARS LIDAR Team will be considered successful if a terrain map is generated by the LIDAR after its initial scan 
of the field with 85% accuracy, done from a mechanical mount on the robot. To be considered successful, the LIDAR 
should map only the field--it should know to stop rotating once it has scanned the entire field. The map will be 
successful if it displays where there are objects raised above ground level and where there are pits in the ground. The 
map should show where these are relative to the rest of the field, and should highlight them on the map. The mount 
will be considered successful if can be attached to the robot, hold the LIDAR, and allow the LIDAR to rotate 90 
degrees to see the entirety of the field. In order to test, the LIDAR will be placed on its mount to take sample scans of 
the test space. 

RESOURCES REQUIRED 
Hardware Resources: 
A mid-range LIDAR unit from Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd costs around $5000. This unit has already been acquired 
by the previous MARS team. The computer used to process the data will likely be a Raspberry Pi already installed 
on the Robotic System. If an additional computer is needed, the cost of a Raspberry PI is under $50. 
In addition, the team must consider the cost of the mounting system. The material cost of this system will be part of 
the budget, hopefully not to exceed $1,000. The mounting system will either be an off the shelf solution or a custom 
design built by the Mechanical team. 
Human Resources: 
The team hopes to recruit the assistance of the Robotics Club, as well as the advice of our faculty advisers, Dr. 
Munro, Dr. Lu, and Dr. Crenshaw. Additional assistance will be provided by our industry advisor, David Laning. We 
will also utilize the skills of the engineering technicians, Allen Hansen, Paige Hoffert, and Jacob Amos. 
Location Resources: 
One concern for the MARS project is finding a facility where we can fully test the robot. We also need to access the 
computer science senior design lab for LIDAR testing, as well as the basement to gain access to the robot.  
Other Resources: 
All other resources are software supplied on the school’s engineering build, or free project coordination software 
services available online. 


